
OPTIMIZE YOUR CONTENT WITH 
ACROLINX
USE THE ACROLINX LANGUAGE-CHECKING CAPABILITIES TO:

• ENSURE ACCURATE AND CONSISTENT USE OF TERMINOLOGY, GRAMMAR, AND STYLE 

• ELIMINATE SPELLING ERRORS

• CREATE REUSABLE CONTENT

• ENHANCE READABILITY

• FACILITATE TRANSLATION



WHAT IS ACROLINX, AND WHAT DOES IT DO?

Acrolinx is server-based content optimization software that uses preconfigured 

terminology sets and grammar rules to check your documents for errors and 

inconsistencies in terminology, style, and sentence construction.

The Acrolinx server can be in the cloud or installed behind your company 

firewall. Acrolinx uses small software plug-ins that you install in your local copies 

of various applications to run its checks.



ACROLINX PLUG-IN COMPATIBILITY

Acrolinx offers plug-ins for many authoring applications, such as:

• Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook)

• Adobe FrameMaker 

• Syncro Soft oXygen and oXygen Eclipse (Author and Editor versions)

• JustSystems XMetaL

• MadCap Flare

For the complete list, see the Acrolinx compatibility guide, a Google Sheets document 
that Acrolinx GmbH updates regularly.



ACROLINX PLUG-INS

Acrolinx plug-ins for most applications are distributed in MSI files, such as:

For applications running on a content management system (CMS) such as IXIASOFT, the plug-ins are 
installed on the server instead of user laptops.

Local plug-in installation only takes about a minute, and you do not need to restart your system or 
delete older versions first.



TEXT THAT ACROLINX CANNOT CHECK

Although the Acrolinx plug-ins can check text in most types of content, there is some content that they cannot 
check. When checking text, the plug-ins always exclude text that is in the following content:

• Headers and footers

• Footnotes

• WordArt and SmartArt objects

• Hidden text

• Default text in form fields

• Tracked changes for deletions

Password-protected documents are checked as read-only unless you remove the password protection.



LIMITATIONS

Because Acrolinx evaluates content by breaking it into tokens, Acrolinx cannot:

• Check more than one sentence or sentence fragment at a time

• Identify context from one sentence or sentence fragment to the next

• Determine if a bullet list uses parallel structure

• Check any text or callouts in images



USER-EXCLUDED CONTENT

You can configure Acrolinx to ignore certain contexts when checking content, 

such as:

• Content with certain paragraph tags, such as Code

• Content written in certain fonts, such as Courier or Courier New



DITA SEGMENTATION AND FILTER SETTINGS

You must configure Acrolinx to process DITA content with various tags, such as:



TERM TYPES

Status and color Description

Preferred The preferred form of the term. Using the preferred form of the term is always the best 
option. Some terms can have more than one preferred form, all of which are 
acceptable, depending on use.

Deprecated The outdated or unauthorized form of the term. If a term is deprecated, Acrolinx 
usually suggests substituting the preferred form of the term instead.

Admitted The term is acceptable, but it might not be the best choice. Admitted terms are often 
unique spellings of common words (such as iPhone) in the database to prevent Acrolinx 
from flagging them as spelling errors.

Proposed A user-suggested term that has not received approval yet. Acrolinx never suggests 
substituting a proposed term for a deprecated term. Acrolinx can still flag proposed 
terms for errors when checking documents.



TERMS IGNORED BY DEFAULT

Unless these terms are defined as the preferred, deprecated, or admitted form of 
another term, Acrolinx ignores them by default:

• Terms in all caps, such as USB

• Terms in all caps with numbers, such as USB3

• Terms in all caps with hyphens, such as A-GPS

• Terms in all caps with underscores, such as CLK_CTL

• Terms in all caps with slashes, such as I/O



CHECKING METHODS

The various application plug-ins support these checking methods:

Checking method Description Restrictions

Sidebar Check the document and process any 
flags (errors) in interactive cards.

Currently only available in Word. Works 
with or without Check and Check with 
Corrections Dialog.

Check Check the document and process any 
flags directly in the document.

Not available in Excel or the Acrolinx 
Desktop Checker. Not recommended for 
longer documents.

Check with 
Corrections Dialog

Check the document and process any 
flags in an interactive dialog box.

Not available in oXygen. When using 
Acrolinx with Excel, first select the range of 
cells that you want Acrolinx to check. Select 
All (CTRL-A) does not work.



CHECKING TIPS

By default, Acrolinx checks the entire document. To check only a portion of the 
document, select the content that you want to check before you select a checking 
method. This process saves time when you edit only a small portion of a previously 
checked document.

NOTE: The Sidebar edition plug-in does not support the checking of a select portion of 
the document.

In the checking menus, Acrolinx uses underscores to indicate nonbreaking spaces, and 
equals signs to indicate nonbreaking hyphens. For example: The 3_A charger is broken. 
However, the underscore and the equals sign do not actually appear in the text.



ACROLINX OPTIONS (CLASSIC EDITION)

Configure the options for the Check or Check with Corrections Dialog method.



CHECK METHOD

To scan the document and process any flags (errors) directly in the document, 

use the Check method.



CHECK WITH CORRECTIONS DIALOG METHOD

To scan the document and process any flags in an interactive dialog box, use 

the Check with Corrections Dialog method.



ACROLINX OPTIONS (SIDEBAR EDITION)

Configure the options for the Sidebar checking method.



SIDEBAR CHECKING METHOD

The sidebar edition plug-in displays interactive cards docked to the right side of 

the screen. You make most corrections using the cards.



CHECKING DEMO



ACROLINX DESKTOP CHECKER

If your content is not in one of the applications supported by an Acrolinx plug-
in, use the Acrolinx Desktop Checker client to check content that you copy to the 
Windows Clipboard. The Desktop Checker Client is helpful when checking:

• Plain text

• HTML content

Once you finish your edits, just paste the edited content back into your 
application.



ACROLINX DESKTOP CHECKER DEMO



ACROLINX CONTENT REUSE

Acrolinx content reuse is a powerful tool for maintaining consistent authoring standards and eliminating redundancy in 
documentation projects. Acrolinx content reuse uses linguistic analysis to match sentences based on meaning.

Text from content repositories or translation memories is automatically analyzed to produce small groups of sentences with 
similar meaning. You can easily validate the preferred wording, select it, and release it for reuse.

For example, the following variations of a sentence might appear in your documentation:

• The following items come in your shipment.

• Your shipment includes the following items.

• Your package ships with the following items.

If you choose one of the sentences to be your representative (preferred) sentence, Acrolinx identifies the variations and 
proposes your chosen standard sentence.



ACROLINX CONTENT REUSE, CONTINUED

Acrolinx treats any numbers in content reuse phrases as variables. It is only 
concerned with the structure of the phrase, so Acrolinx sees these phrases as 
identical. It never suggests changing the numbers to match the representative 
phrase:

• Set the bias voltage to 2.2 volts.

• Configure the bias voltage for 3.0 volts.

• Ensure that the bias voltage is set to 2.8 volts.



Q&A



RESOURCES

More Acrolinx information is available from:

• Acrolinx GmbH homepage

• Acrolinx Help Center

• Acrolinx compatibility guide

• Acrolinx Content Connections 2017 Conference May 1-3 at the San Jose Marriott

• “What Terms Should I Manage?” by Val Swisher



THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!

Feel free to contact me, Lance-Robert (Lance to my friends):

Email: l@nce-robert.com

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/lancerobert/

Twitter: @lancerobert


